Schörghuber
security doors
Entrances to security-relevant areas in public buildings,
security doors in corporate environments with special
access authorisation as well as doors to private residences
must offer a large degree of reliability and protection.
For these special application areas Schörghuber offers
a large range of approved security doors. The design
can be matched to any concept.
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Security doors for all purposes
Access doors for security areas
Access doors to security areas of public buildings must fulfil the highest security requirements. In
banks, museums, archives and sensitive office complexes, the doors must comply with the highest
burglar protection categories. At the same time, their equipment should ensure the highest levels of
comfort and perfect compliance with all requirements regarding fire protection and secure escape
routes. Approved break-in-resistant door sets can also be combined with other functions, such as
fire and smoke protection or acoustic insulation. For exceptional protection requirements there are
special bullet-proof door sets.

Break-in-resistant doors for private buildings
Burglar protection has gained in significance in recent years. Tenants of apartments, offices and
commercial units have the desire to protect their property and prevent forceful entry or unauthorized
access. Robust door leaf designs, special protective fittings and high-quality locking systems offer
optimal protection. Schörghuber security door sets master this challenge without compromising
individual design. They can be combined with many frame variations, while top and side elements,
as well as glazing offer additional design possibilities.

Doors for external use
Security doors for use outdoors, in walkways or as side entrance doors must comply with a variety
of requirements. They must not only be weather-resistant but also fulfil various safety functions.
A central function is break-in resistance. In addition to RC 2 and RC 3, the Schörghuber door
type 35 can be equipped with other functions and is even available in combination with fire
protection. The external doors have their own approval. Due to their many design possibilities,
the doors can be matched to the architecture of any building.
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Functions and equipment
Design examples

Equipment options
Bullet-proof doors
Exceptional protection requires doors with
special properties. Schörghuber offers special
3N-M3 bullet-proof door sets of type FB4 S
acc. to DIN EN 1522-1– also in combination
with fire protection, acoustic insulation and
break-in resistance.

Certified burglar protection

Design

Double-leaf museum door

A break-in resistant door resists the attempt of forceful entry for a certain
while. Break-in resistance is only guaranteed by the concerted effect of all
components. Schörghuber offers approved door sets with the resistance
classes RC 2, RC 3 and RC 4 acc. to DIN EN 1627, also in combination
with other functions. The version is available with approved attack side
on the hinge side as well as the opposite hinge side.

The best security doors are those that do not show on the outside what they
hide inside. The design can be matched to any setting. Concealed hinges
are also available for break-in-resistant door sets up to RC 3. Whether as
a highlight of modern interior design or as an exclusive stylish door in listed
buildings – security is compatible with design. Glazing cut-outs are available
up to resistance class RC 3. Side elements and transom lights offer additional
design possibilities.

Buildings such as museums and galleries have special requirements. Their doors should have
maximum opening dimensions, protect persons and valuable exhibits and have a design that
matches the architectural concept. The double-leaf type 6 fulfils all requirements. With a top part,
a dimension of 2500 x 3500 mm with resistance class RC 2 is available. Passage doors in the
class RC 3 and RC 4 can be implemented up to a height of 2500 mm. An elegant option is the
combination with a wood block frame, aluminium edge recess and concealed hinges for a flushfitting look.

Alarm wire mesh
Another safety measure to prevent burglaries is an
alarm wire mesh in the door leaf. Attempts to break
in through the door surface actuates an alarm.
Schörghuber has developed its own solution that
is approved according to the highest VdS class C.

Monitoring equipment
The magnet or latch contact can be used to monitor
whether the door is open or closed from a central
location and be locked from there as well.

Security fittings

Frames

High-security door RC 4

Triple locking and burglar-proof handle sets are part of the safety fittings.
In publicly accessible rooms or areas with special access authorisation,
the combination of fittings determines the unlimited suitability of the door
for security zones. In case of danger or panic situations, persons must be
allowed to flee unimpeded. Self-locking anti-panic locks ensure this function.

Burglar protection doors from Schörghuber are approved for many frame
variations that can be designed individually. Doors in resistance classes RC 2 and
RC 3 can be implemented with steel frames as well as folded wooden frames,
wooden profile frames or wooden block frames. Solid wooden frames are also
available, also in combination with top and side elements. The RC 4 requirement
can be fulfilled with steel frames and folded wooden frames.

Particularly sensitive areas such as vault rooms of banks, weapon chambers of police stations and
clubs as well as filing and archive rooms of public buildings require doors with a high resistance
class. Schörghuber doors type 16 in combination with a folded wooden frame were especially
developed for this application purpose. They offer a resistance class RC 4 and can be combined with
other functions such as fire protection or acoustic insulation. Doors with the classification RC 4 resist
a break-in attempt with professional equipment by an experienced perpetrator for 10 minutes.

High-speed programme
For quick demand, the high-speed programme
can provide RC 2 and RC 3 burglar-proof doors
with many combination and equipment options.
The manufacturing time is 5, 8 or 15 business
days, depending on the equipment.
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Security doors in action
02

01

01

European Hansemuseum, Lübeck
Acoustic insulation door Rw,P = 32 dB type 26 with solid wooden frame, version
as an entrance doors with climatic class IV, European Oak veneer, VX hinges with
securing pin, panic lock.

02

Brandhorst Museum, Munich
T90 fire/smoke protection recess door type 24, climatic class III, folded
wooden frame, premium colour coating, magnetic and latch contact,
dimension 1850 x 3500 mm.

03

03

Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building
and Nuclear Safety, Berlin
Smoke/burglar protection door RC 2, climatic class III type 16 with solid wooden
frame, glazing 25V-S “Free in the glazing section”, premium colour coating
RAL 5004 Black blue matt, multiple-point locking, concealed closer.

